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1. Set all scale pads out individually.
2. Turn on each pad by switching the battery switch to "ON" and press the reset
     button on the front of the black box. (Green light will start blinking indicat-
     ing power is on, a few seconds later the red light will blink indicating pads
     are transmitting)
3. Turn the hand held on by pushing the "ON/OFF" Button. Give the hand held
     a few seconds to start communication with the scale pads.
4. When numbers appear on the scaling screen the scales are ready to use.
     Zero the system by pushing the "MENU" button and select zero all pads.
     If you are not using all pads you may individually zero each pad.  After you
    highlight your choice on the menu you may select it by pushing the "OK"
    button. This will then display zero's on the locations selected. (this may take a
      few seconds)
5. Put your racecar on the scales and the weights will register, the %'s and
     totals will show on the displays.
6. Turn the hand held off by pushing the "ON/OFF" button for 2 seconds and
     the scales will turn off.
7. Turn the scale pads off to conserve battery life.
8. The hand held unit contains rechargeable batterys, simply recharge by
     plugging the power adapter in to the unit. Each scale pad contains (4) AA
     batterys.

 Frequency Change /
Pad Location Change

 If you discover that there is interference with the scale pads "talking" to the
hand held or you wish to change a pad location (ex. change the RF to the LR etc.)
this can be changed by following these steps.

1. Turn each pad on and press the reset button on the front of  the black box.
    (Green light will start blinking indicating power is on, a few seconds later
    the red light will blink indicating pads are transmitting)
2. Turn the hand held on by pushing the "ON/OFF" Button. Give the hand held
     a few seconds to start communication with the scale pads.
3. Press "MENU" on the hand held and select SYSTEM  ID. Scroll down to the
     word  ID and over to where the name is. You can change this ID to whatever
    name you wish using the arrows, this will make your system unique so no
    one else with a wireless scale system can pick up on your "channel" and
    see your weights. Once you are finished select "OK".
4. Press "MENU" on the hand held and select RF Frequency. Give the unit a few
    seconds to scan the channels and you will see numbers appear under ACTIV-
    ITY. You will want to select the frequency with the lowest number (least
   amount of interference).
5. Once you have selected a frequency, plug the communications cable into one
     of the  scale pads and the hand held.
6. Press MENU and select PAD SET UP. This will allow you to change  pad
    location if you wish. Whenever you change frequency, you should always
    plug the cable into each scale pad and reset each one to its location. (even if
    the location is not changed this will download the new frequency informa
    tion)
7. Turn the scale pads and hand held off to conserve battery life.

Button Operation

Scaling Instructions

TURNS UNIT ON OR OFF

PICKS SELECTED FUNCTION

 DISPLAYS THE MENU

TURNS BACKLIGHT ON
SCROLLING ARROWS

If you have any questions or need technical assistance please
      call 800-558-4112.  Thank you and good luck racing.


